Mr Speaker, there are two things in respect of the security of Hon Members. In reality, that matter is covered by our Rules. Indeed, it comes under Standing Order 164. I plead with Hon Members that we let the appropriate Committee, the House Committee, assume full control on that matter. That is the security of Hon Members.

Mr Speaker, the issue raised by the Hon Member who made the Statement relating to what the Police Administration promised to do, that is, to occasionally engage Parliament and to report to us the status of their investigation, Mr Speaker, after the encounter with the police, they never came back and today, all of us are wallowing in ignorance not knowing exactly where they have reached.

I would want to believe that it would be appropriate at this time to reconnect with the police, to re-engage them and let them come and brief us again on the status of their investigation. That perhaps, would enable us know what to do to reignite the investigation or perhaps, if we are completely unsatisfied, to call for a re-opening of fresh investigations into the circumstances leading to the unfortunate murder of our Hon Colleague.

Mr Speaker, I guess the first point of call is establishing that link with the police, invite them here as we did the first time, to brief Mr Speaker and Leadership of the status of their investigation, then, we can take it from there.

Mr Speaker, the other issue is on the earlier Statement that was made in respect of the menace caused by the alien Fulani herdsmen —

Mr Speaker, I just want us to remind ourselves of what we did the first time.

Mr Speaker, you made a referral to the Committee on Defence and Interior.

Mr Speaker, the effect of the activities of the alien Fulani herdsmen is multifaceted and multi-sectoral, which explains why the first time the Statement was made on the floor of Parliament, referral was made to a Special Committee that we established.

But Mr Speaker, it has effect on agriculture and it has effect on human life. Mr Speaker, because, we have mentioned the domestication or otherwise of protocols, perhaps, Foreign Affairs, that was why it became necessary to constitute an Ad-hoc Committee to deal with it.

I just want to let the Chair know of what was done at that time, that is, in 2011. We could not muster resources to allow the Committee to perform their assigned responsibilities. Into 2012, which was an election year, space could not be created for that Committee. So, now that we are beginning a new Meeting, Mr Speaker, I would just want to remind you that, this is what happened and perhaps, to rather use the vehicle of an Ad-hoc Committee, a Special Committee to deal with it at this very onset.
Mr Speaker, that is why I thought it is necessary to let Hon Members know what happened at the time and perhaps, we can take a cue from what effort was initiated at the time.

Mr Speaker, I thank you.